We report the first in situ detection of halogens in a cometary coma, that of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Neutral gas mass spectra collected by the European Space Agency's Rosetta spacecraft during four periods of interest from the first comet encounter up to perihelion indicate that the main halogen-bearing compounds are HF, HCl and HBr. The bulk elemental abundances relative to oxygen are ∼8.9 × 10 −5 for F/O, ∼1.2 × 10 −4 for Cl/O and ∼2.5 × 10 −6 for Br/O, for the volatile fraction of the comet. The cometary isotopic ratios for 37 Cl/ 35 Cl and 81 Br/ 79 Br match the Solar system values within the error margins. The observations point to an origin of the hydrogen halides in molecular cloud chemistry, with frozen hydrogen halides on dust grains, and a subsequent incorporation into comets as the cloud condensed and the Solar system formed.
and readily forms HF. The reaction of atomic chlorine and bromine with H 2 -forming HCl and HBr is endothermic but still occurs easily in dense molecular clouds where free energy is available in the form of thermal energy or photons (Neufeld & Wolfire 2009 ). Therefore, the principal reservoirs of halogens in protostellar clouds are thought to be the hydrogen halides. This was suggested for HCl by Jura (1974) and Dalgarno et al. (1974) . Astronomical detection of HCl in such clouds indicates that it is strongly depleted in the gas phase (Blake, Keene & Phillips 1985) , which suggests that HCl is frozen out on grains in these cold environments (Peng et al. 2010; Emprechtinger et al. 2012) . Kama et al. (2015) presented the first gas-grain chemical model for chlorine. Using data of various chlorine species from the Herschel Space Observatory and from the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory, they estimate that in protostellar cores at least 90 per cent of the full chlorine inventory is locked in HCl ice. HF has been detected in diffuse clouds only in absorption spectra (Neufeld et al. 2010) , similarly indicating a depletion. Very little is known about other hydrogen halides (HBr, H I). Under the hypothesis that comets would contain pristine protostellar material, they would be prime candidates to provide information about halogens in such clouds. Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2014) measured the HF/H 2 O ratio in the coma of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) with marginal significance to be (1.8 ± 0.5) × 10 −4 . Attempts to obtain HCl/H 2 O have resulted in upper limits of 2.2 × 10 −4 for C/2009 P1 (Garradd) and 1.1 × 10 −4 for 103P/Hartley 2, the former being an Oort cloud comet and the latter a Jupiter-family comet, both suggesting an HCl/H 2 O depletion. As these upper limits are of the order of the solar values, a clear measurement of the halogen abundances in comets is needed to relate comets to other Solar system bodies in order to trace back their history.
D E T E C T I O N O F H A L O G E N -B E A R I N G C O M P O U N D S
The European Space Agency's Rosetta mission to 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P/C-G) offered an unprecedented opportunity to examine a comet up close. The Double Focusing Mass Spectrometer (DFMS) of ROSINA, the Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis (Balsiger et al. 2007) , is the instrument of choice for examining the comet's volatile inventory in situ (Le Roy et al. 2015) . We have studied the halogen-bearing compounds in the coma with DFMS on 67P/C-G's inbound journey during four periods, while the gas production increased towards perihelion and as the latitude of the subsolar point on the comet moved from the Northern to the Southern hemisphere.
DFMS operating principle
The DFMS mass spectrometer was operated both in neutral and ion mode. Here, we use data collected in neutral mode in which only neutral cometary gas is detected, while coma ions cannot reach the detector (Calmonte et al. 2016) . A fraction of the neutral gas is ionized and/or fragmented by electron impact ionization in the ion source. Only ion fragments in a narrow range around a certain commanded mass-over-charge ratio m/Z pass through the analyser and impact on a microchannel plate (MCP), creating an electron avalanche that is recorded by a Linear Electron Detector Array chip (LEDA) with two rows of 512 pixels each. The data are obtained as Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) counts as a function of LEDA pixel number. The instrument is commanded to scan over a sequence of different m/Z values. A well-established methodology, as described in detail in Le Roy et al. (2015) , is used to convert the raw DFMS data into fragment ion intensity as a function of m/Z.
Time periods of interest
The most significant fluxes of coma neutrals, including halogenbearing gases, are observed when the spacecraft is close to the comet and/or when the comet is active (close to perihelion). High-mass resolution DFMS data with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio have been obtained during the comet's inbound journey towards perihelion. Special emphasis is given to the time periods indicated in Fig. 1 : (A) the 10 km orbit period when in situ neutral densities were obtained with high-signal-to-noise ratio, (B1 and B2) the close flybys at 8 and 13 km, (C) the period between equinox and perihelion in 2015 May when the Southern hemisphere became the dominant gas source and (D) the period around perihelion when comet activity ensured significant flux despite Rosetta's larger distance from the nucleus. We have eliminated all data during and shortly after significant spacecraft attitude changes, which might lead to spacecraft outgassing (Schläppi et al. 2010) , as well as times when the instrument was not pointing at the comet centre to within 5 • . These time periods cover all possible latitudes, longitudes, comet-spacecraft distances and comet-sun distances.
Fragments of halogen-bearing compounds
Because of the fragmentation of molecules in the DFMS ion source, hydrogen halides can be detected in principle in the form of the singly charged fragmentation products F, HF, 35 Cl and 37 Cl, H 35 Cl and H 37 Cl, 79 Br and 81 Br, and H 79 Br and H 81 Br; we did not detect any iodine. The mass spectra shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the signal was sufficiently strong to detect halogen-bearing species in 67P's coma for the first time.
Fragment ion species are detected in the form of peaks with a specific shape. To determine the number of fragment ions registered by the detector, a peak fitting algorithm is used which approximates the mass peaks by a sum of two co-centred Gaussians (see e.g. De Keyser et al. 2015) , without any a priori knowledge of the identity of the ions. Despite the high-mass resolution, DFMS spectra can be hard to interpret because of the overlapping of mass peaks. If the peaks belong to species with a comparable abundance, disentangling them with the peak fitting process is still possible, depending on the magnitude of the mass difference between the species. However, reliably distinguishing the contribution of a low-abundance species superposed on a high-abundance peak can become difficult, if not impossible.
As shown in Table 1 , at m/Z = 19 u/e and 20 u/e the abundant water-related fragment ions 18 OH and H 18 2 O can overlap F and HF, respectively. They can even completely obscure them at times when the water flux is high. An example can be seen for m/Z = 20 u/e in Fig. 2 36 Ar, is present, as reported by Balsiger et al. (2015) and shown in Fig. 2 (middle panel). H 37 Cl cannot be determined accurately because of its small mass difference with doubly charged CS 2 . Although it is in principle possible to detect singly charged CS 2 and to assess the amount of doubly charged ions if one knows the fragmentation pattern, this is not very precise when doubly charged CS 2 outnumbers H 37 Cl, and also because the time difference of almost 20 min between the measurement of doubly and singly charged CS 2 at 38 and 76 u/e makes it difficult to reliably infer the CS 2 abundance at the moment when m/Z = 38 u/e is measured. At m/Z = 79, 80, 81 and 82 u/e bromine-bearing species can be found and there are no overlap issues; an example is given for m/Z = 82 u/e in Fig. 2 (bottom panel).
The detection system uncertainties on individual measurement points in a given mass spectrum depend on random errors (thermal fluctuations in the LEDA, noise in ADC conversion). The magnitude of these random errors can be estimated from the noise in the spectrum. Possible systematic errors (e.g. uneven aging of the MCP) have been corrected for (Le Roy et al. 2015) . Integration below the fitted peak gives the number ν Y of fragment ions Y that hit the detector during the data collection time t (typically 20 s); the relative uncertainty on ν Y is significantly smaller than the relative uncertainties on the individual pixel measurements as the random errors partially cancel. As a result, the outcome is fairly precise. This detection system related uncertainty, however, is usually (much) smaller than the uncertainty √ ν Y due to the Poisson counting statistics. In particular, for the bromine-bearing species the Poisson uncertainty is large because of their low abundances.
H A L O G E N A B U N DA N C E S I N T H E C O M A
We now present quantitative estimates of the neutral halogen abundances in the coma of 67P. After introducing the methodology, we discuss the identity of the parent molecules and the elemental abundances of the halogen-bearing species.
Neutral abundances
The abundance n X of a specific neutral species X can be inferred from a detected fragment ion Y using 
all fragmentation products of neutral X and a = 1.83 × 10 −16 s is an instrument constant taking into account the detection geometry and other instrument characteristics. Very often S X-Y = U X V Y is called the sensitivity factor. Omitting any possible systematic errors due to inaccurate sensitivities or fragmentation patterns, the relative uncertainty on n X is the same as the one on C Y . Even after 10 yr in space, the Rosetta spacecraft is still outgassing (Schläppi et al. 2010 ) so that the DFMS spectra show contributions from this polluting background gas. This background has been characterized using peak fitting on mass spectra from 2014 August 2, when Rosetta was still far from the comet (∼900 km) and the comet was relatively far away from the Sun (∼3.5 au). For a given fragment ion Y, the spacecraft background can significantly contribute to the integrated count rate: c Y and b Y may be of comparable magnitude, hence an accurate background correction is needed. A background correction was performed for HF and HCl; HBr was never detected in the background spectra.
Because HF, HCl and HBr are highly corrosive compounds, the sensitivities and fragmentation patterns for these species have not been determined experimentally with the twin instrument in the calibration facility. The instrument sensitivities for HF, F, HCl, Cl, HBr and Br have been calculated using literature data on electron ionization cross-sections for these compounds from Vinodkumar et al. (2010) , together with the known mass/charge dependent transmission and detection efficiencies for the fragmentation products in DFMS. The following sensitivity values were used: S F-F = 9.75 × 10 −20 cm 3 , S HF-HF = S HF-F = 1.63 × 10 −19 cm 3 , S Cl-Cl = 2.45 × 10 −19 cm 3 , S HCl-HCl = S HCl-Cl = 2.58 × 10 −19 cm 3 , S Br-Br = 5.66 × 10 −19 cm 3 and S HBr-HBr = S HBr-Br = 5.76 × 10 −19 cm 3 ; these numbers are believed to be precise within a factor of 2 (Calmonte et al. 2016) . The same values have been used for all corresponding isotopes.
Time profiles of the neutral abundances have been assembled from the analysis of the individual spectra. This is illustrated for period (A) in Fig. 3 . The figure shows how the halogen halide and the water abundances from DFMS, as well as the total neutral gas number density from the COmet Pressure Sensor (COPS), which is also part of ROSINA (Balsiger et al. 2007) , vary more or less in sync. Most of the time, DFMS with its 20 • × 20 • field of view in neutral mode captures gas originating essentially from all over the visible illuminated surface (Bieler et al. 2015 , except when the spacecraft is very close to the comet and/or when there is significant off-pointing). The observed density variations reflect the size of this surface as seen from Rosetta while the comet rotates. It is therefore not surprising that H 2 O and the hydrogen halides vary in phase, showing that the halides are of cometary origin. Note, however, that the hydrogen halide to water ratio does not remain constant.
To correlate the abundances of two neutral species, one has to interpolate the respective time profiles in time: DFMS scans the entire mass range by stepping through all possible commanded m/Z values, so that abundances for different neutral species are derived from spectra taken at different times. Such interpolation may introduce unwanted inaccuracies. We therefore interpolate the abundances of the species that is measured most frequently on to the time-scale of the species measured less frequently (only in this manner does one obtain a set of statistically independent ratios). Interpolation is only allowed if the time difference between successive measurements for the neutral to be interpolated is less than 1 h (∼1/12th of the comet's rotation period). Uncertainties on the interpolated values are obtained using error propagation.
Parent molecule identity
The identity and quantity of the fragment ions detected by DFMS are linked to the identities and abundances of the neutrals that entered the instrument. An important element for determining the neutral composition is the fragmentation patterns for each neutral species. Table 2 summarizes the fragmentation patterns as given by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Stein et al. 2017) . It should be noted that the fragmentation patterns depend on the electron energies (70 eV for NIST, 45 eV in DFMS) and the design of the ion source (filament geometry and electric potentials). Note that the doubly charged ions are ignored, and that the fragmentation patterns are considered to be essentially identical for all isotopes.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the DFMS data show roughly constant proportions (within the error margins) between the hydrogen halide fragment ions and the corresponding halogen ions: C F /C HF = 0.16 ± 0.01, C Cl /C HCl = 0.37 ± 0.02 and C Br /C HBr = 0.75 ± 0.05. One has, in general, for halogen halide HX
where C X and C HX represent the fragment ion abundances corrected for the background, and n X and n HX represent the neutral gas abundances of the halogen and the hydrogen halide. One can simplify this relation by assuming that the DFMS sensitivities S X-X , S HX-X and S HX-HX do not differ much, which is plausible given the comparable masses of the corresponding halogen and hydrogen halide. Given the absence of other halogen-bearing species with a significant abundance in the DFMS mass spectra, only two alternatives remain open. A first option is to assume that the only parent is HX, i.e. that n X n HX . One then finds
Since the neutral hydrogen halide has only two fragmentation channels, f HX → X = 1 − f HX → HX , so that one can rewrite the above expression as
From this we have computed the fragmentation fractions mentioned in the last column of Table 2 . These do differ from the NIST ones, which is not surprising. The trend of decreasing proportion of the HX ion with increasing mass is expected. A second option is to allow the coma to contain both the halogen and the hydrogen halide. From equation (2) one can then infer
Assuming that the NIST fragmentation fractions are applicable to DFMS, we then find that the ratio of neutral Cl to HCl in the coma would be 0.16 ± 0.02 and the ratio of Br over HBr would be 0.26 ± 0.04 (where the error margins do not include the uncertainty stemming from the sensitivity estimates). No similar calculation can be done for F and HF since NIST does not provide the fragmentation pattern. Since the measured proportion of the fragments is fairly constant, the ratio of the neutral halogen and hydrogen halide must be rather constant as well. All in all, the conclusion is that the hydrogen halides must be the major parent molecules, while we cannot exclude a limited admixture of atomic halogen in the coma gas. Hydrogen halide abundances relative to water. While the hydrogen halide densities vary with that of water, they are not linearly proportional. The error margins reflect the Poisson uncertainties. Uncertainties on the sensitivities would systematically shift the curves somewhat, without altering their slope. Additional uncertainty due to the interpolation of the measurements to a common time-scale has not been included in the error bars, but such errors are limited as care has been taken to use hydrogen halide and water abundances acquired with minimal time delay. The measurements are from period A (2014 October 1-24).
Halogen to oxygen ratios
The hydrogen halide abundances relative to H 2 O have been used in Bockelée- Morvan et al. (2014) to approximate the halogen-tooxygen element ratios. Fig. 5 compares the hydrogen halide abundances to those of water for period A (2014 October 1-24). Note that the error bars on the water densities are almost invisibly small because of the high counting statistics. As already mentioned before, the HF, HCl and HBr densities vary in sync with those of water, but do not scale linearly with those of water. Exponential curve fitting indicates that n X ∝ (n H 2 O ) η with η = 0.55 ± 0.01, 0.49 ± 0.02 and 0.40 ± 0.08, for HF, HCl and HBr, respectively, showing that these species are not simply released with water. In a companion paper, De Keyser et al. (2017, this issue) examine the release process in more detail.
The H 2 O abundance is a good proxy for the elemental O abundance, except at times when H 2 O is not the dominant oxygenbearing volatile (Hässig et al. 2015) . We infer the elemental O abundance in the coma from the abundances of H 2 O, CO 2 , CO and O 2 , and determine the hydrogen halide abundances in the gas coma The hydrogen halide densities vary with the total gas production of the comet as a result of changes in the illumination conditions and a possible variability over the comet surface, all conditions dictated by comet-Sun distance, latitude and longitude of the subsolar point on the comet, and the relative position of Rosetta relative to the comet and the Sun. To compensate for these effects, we consider elemental abundance ratios of the halogens relative to oxygen, the latter reflecting the neutral gas production. The number densities of the hydrogen halides also vary inversely with the square of the distance, r 2 , as long as no source or loss processes are involved.
De Keyser et al. (2017, this issue) argue that hydrogen halide sublimation may occur not only at the comet surface, but also on dust grains in the inner coma. They explain the observed halogen abundance variations near the nucleus in terms of the sublimation of halogen-enriched water ice mantles on refractory grains. Given the sublimation of the hydrogen halides close to the nucleus, their abundances are best determined at an ∼200 km distance from the nucleus or more; loss processes matter only farther out in the coma, beyond 2000 km. Therefore, r 2 n F , r 2 n Cl , and r 2 n O , as well as the ratios F/O and Cl/O, should remain constant in the range ∼200-2000 km. Consequently, the bulk composition has been identified based on periods (C) and (D) when Rosetta was mostly between 200 and 500 km from the comet. Also, these were the periods upon approach to and around perihelion, when the gas production was highest and when the Southern hemisphere became exposed to sunlight, so that one can expect a larger contribution of unprocessed bulk material from the highly active Southern hemisphere. For these periods, F/O varies between (0.2-4) × 10 −4 and Cl/O between (2-5) × 10 −4 with a weighted average bulk value of 8.9 × 10 −5 for F/O and 1.2 × 10 −4 for Cl/O. Since there are bromine measurements only close to the comet as count rates are too low farther out, we rely on data from period (A). For Br/O the range is (1-7) × 10 −6 with a weighted average of 2.5 × 10 −6 , which can be considered as a lower bound for the bulk composition. If the hydrogen halides indeed are the major halogen-bearing species, the ratios given above are good proxies for the halogen-to-oxygen ratios. The ratios given above are subject to a systematic error that stems largely from the uncertainties on the sensitivities, believed to be within a factor of 2 (Calmonte et al. 2016 ). This composition is compared to that of other objects in Table 3 . The F/O value for 67P/C-G is, within the uncertainty margins, quite similar to the Solar system value inferred from the present-day solar composition and a model of solar evolution (Lodders 2010) , and to the values found in C/2009 P1 Garradd (volatiles), C I chondrites (refractory material) and sunspots. The terrestrial F/O ratio is, however, significantly lower. The Cl/O ratio is similarly comparable to all other values, except the terrestrial one. Very little is known about Br/O. These halogen-to-oxygen ratios are compatible with the hypothesis that all halogens were locked up in the form of hydrogen halides on pre-solar grains and were incorporated in the comet when it was formed.
The Cl/F ratio tends to fluctuate around 1.7 (average for periods C and D, reflecting the bulk composition, varying between 0.5 and 7.0). The uncertainty on this ratio is dominated by the systematic errors on the sensitivities; by considering the ratio, these may partially cancel. This bulk Cl/F value is comparable to the upper limit of 1.2 ± 0.4 for comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) from Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2014) . A comparison to solar and meteorite ratios is difficult because these address the total abundance ratio and that of refractory material, respectively, rather than the volatile material only. In addition, meteorite ratios show a strong heterogeneity within a sample depending on mineralogical composition, differences among meteorites and possible alteration due to volatile loss after landing on Earth. Solar and chondritic Cl/F are typically around 6 or more (Lodders 2010; Ménard et al. 2013) . Note that this corresponds to the upper end of the range observed in 67P/C-G. For the ratios Br/F and Br/Cl involving bromine, values of 0.04 (between 0.02-0.10) and 0.08 (0.02-0.20), respectively, are found (average and ranges for part of period A). A comparison is even harder due to the absence of measurements in comets. In chondrites the Br/Cl ratio is around 0.002 (Lodders 2010) , for Martian rocks and meteorites it is 0.002-0.05 (Cartwright, Gilmour & Burgess 2013; Squyres et al. 2012) , and for Earth with considerable processing it goes up even higher (Allègre et al. 2001) .
ISOTOPIC RATIOS
Isotopic ratios can be obtained accurately since fragmentation in the ion source and instrument sensitivity is essentially the same for both isotopes (all isotopic measurements presented in this paper were made at the same detector gain settings). Systematic errors associated with the instrument sensitivities are thus removed by considering the ratio of the abundances of both isotopes. If the measurements of two isotopes X and Y are interpolated on to the same time-scale, the isotopic ratio can be obtained from
where we correct for the presence of X and Y in the background. The overall isotopic ratio is obtained from the sum of all time-correlated measurements of isotope X divided by the sum of all time-correlated measurements of isotope Y. The uncertainty is obtained by error propagation. The isotopic ratio for 37 Cl/ 35 Cl has been obtained from the atomic chlorine fragments in the 2014 October 1-31 period (Fig. 6, top) . The elemental 81 Br/ 79 Br ratio is obtained from a weighted average of the H 81 Br/H 79 Br (Fig. 6, bottom) and 81 Br/ 79 Br (not shown) ion fragment ratios (sufficient signal only for the 2014 October 18-28 period). An isotopic ratio of 0.29 ± 0.02 is obtained for 37 Cl/ 35 Cl and of 0.95 ± 0.07 for 81 Br/ 79 Br. A comparison with the values for other Solar system objects is presented in Table 4 . It turns out that these values are compatible with those for the early Sun, Earth, Moon, Mars, asteroids and meteorites, within the measurement uncertainties.
H A L O G E N S I N R E F R AC TO RY C O M E T M AT E R I A L
While ROSINA gives insights on the composition of the volatile fraction, Rosetta's dust composition instrument COSIMA (COmetary Secondary Ion Mass Analyzer; Kissel et al. 2007 ) provides complementary information on the presence of halogens in refractory dust grains.
COSIMA operating principle
COSIMA is designed to capture and image cometary dust particles and determine the composition of their top surface layers by time-offlight secondary ion mass spectrometry. The instrument is provided with 24 target assemblies of 3 targets covered with gold, silver, palladium or platinum, each 10 mm × 10 mm in size to capture dust particles. COSIMA can expose each target assembly and collect cometary dust particles at low velocity (a few m s −1 ) to preserve their integrity. Images of the particles are taken and specific particles are selected for analysis. During analysis, the cometary particle (and/or target plate material) is sputtered by means of an indium primary ion beam. COSIMA can be operated to collect either positive or negative secondary ions from the sputtered surface. Depending on the sampled spot, individual mass spectra may contain secondary ions from the cometary particle, the target surface or both.
Dust particle 3D0-Kerttu
We will focus on the dust particle 3D0-Kerttu, which was collected between 2014 October 18 and 24 (period A) on a porous gold substrate. The sample temperature was about 283 K. Halogens have been observed as negative secondary ions. The secondary ions are emitted from the area analysed by the primary indium ion beam. Due to the size of the beam and the size of the cometary particle, most of the time the mass spectra present secondary ions from the particle but also from the primary beam ( 115 In + at m/Z = 114.90 u/e) and from the surrounding target background, in particular gold ions at m/Z = 196.97 and ion fragments of a common pollutant molecule detected in TOF-SIMS experiments, PolyDiMethylSiloxane polymers (PDMS). PDMS is extremely efficiently ionized and allows the signal to be normalized using the intensity of the peak at m/Z = 74.98 u/e corresponding to (CH 3 )SiO − 2 , a characteristic fragment of PDMS (75PDMS), in order to compare the mass spectra. To Lodders (2010) . c protostellar core value in present-day molecular clouds in the local galactic environment from Kama et al. (2015) . d range for volatiles believed to be from Vesta, values from Barrett et al. (2016) . e range for lunar mare material collected by Apollo, and for lunar meteorites Boyce et al. 2015; Barrett et al. 2016 . f range for Martian meteorites from Sharp et al. (2014) . g range for rocks in Gale crater analysed by NASA's Curiosity rover (Farley et al. 2016 ). h range of values for carbonaceous, ordinary and enstatite chondrites from Sharp & Draper (2013) . i average from measurements in a variety of terrestrial reservoirs (de Groot 2009a,b March. The detected halogen flux is normalized to the intensity of the (CH 3 )SiO − 2 fragment of the PDMS material on the target. The halogen/75PDMS ratio detected on the particle (red) and on the gold target next to the particle (black) differs significantly only for F. find out whether the 3D0-Kerttu dust particle contains halogens, the halogen signals relative to 75PDMS obtained on the cometary dust particle (ON particle) are compared to those measured on the target (OFF particle). Fig. 7 illustrates that this comparison is conclusive only for fluorine. Table 5 gives the dust particle over target substrate (ON/OFF particle) ratios for each peak of halogen species. The ON/OFF particle ratio is greater than 1 only for fluorine. The ratios may be a bit biased due to interferences between 37 Cl − and C 3 H − at nominal m/Z = 37 u/e, between 79 Br − and PO − 3 at m/Z = 79 u/e and between 81 Br − and HSO − 3 at m/Z = 81 u/e. Analysis of more dust grains, collected in different periods, is needed to assess whether fluorine is also found in other particles, and whether chlorine and bromine are not detected at all.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have reported the first in situ observations of halogens (F, Cl, Br) in a cometary atmosphere by Rosetta/ROSINA-DFMS. The main findings are as follows:
(i) The halogen content in the volatile fraction on 67P/C-G is mainly in the form of hydrogen halides. This result is compatible with a protosolar origin in view of our understanding of the chemical history of halogens in molecular clouds, where observations and models point to a halogen deficit in the gas phase whereas halogens end up as hydrogen halides on dust grains (Kama et al. 2015) .
(ii) The similarity of the halogen-to-oxygen element abundance ratios with the respective solar values points suggests the inclusion of the hydrogen halides into the nucleus during comet aggregation with little further evolution, if any.
(iii) Also the isotopic composition (for the stable isotopes of chlorine and bromine) match the Solar system values, further corroborating the same interpretation.
While the quantitative findings by ROSINA concerning halogens in the volatile comet material should be complemented by further evaluation of the halogens in the refractory component analysed by COSIMA, the overall conclusion is that the halogens are present at the expected abundance levels in the form of hydrogen halides, that already froze out on to grains in the protosolar cloud and that were incorporated into the nucleus as it formed by aggregation beyond the snow line.
